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Mongol Empire 1206- 1368 

Ancient Greece (8th/6th BC – 600 A.D.)

Crimea – Spoil of Empires through the Ages 



Ottoman Empire – 1299- 1923

The Roman Empire – (West) 27 BC – 476 A.D.; (East) 330 – 1453 A.D. 



Balance of Power in Europe as set by the Congress of Vienna, 1815. 

Crimea War – Battle for influence in the sunset of the Ottoman Empire 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Congress_of_Vienna


 Legends of the Crimean War 

“Theirs not to make reply,   Theirs not to reason why, Theirs but to do and die:    

Into the valley of Death    Rode the six hundred.”  

     Charge of the Light Brigade, Lord Tennyson, 1854 

Florence Nightingale, “The Lady with the Lamp”, volunteered with 38 nurses at 

the Crimea War, She later established the first secular nursing school in the 

world, now part of King’s College London  



A Divided Ukraine 



Empire of Pipelines 





;

Russia’s energy stranglehold





Crimea's strategic assets



Political, economic and geostrategic 

implications 

Putin's strategic balance sheet 

Vulnerabilities 

 Europe accounts for one third of Gazprom’s energy sales.

 $70 billion cash outflow from Russia last quarter, mainly from
Germany equivalent to about whole of last year

 Falling rubble and stock market threaten confidence in
Russian economy

 Visa bans isolate powerful oligarchs

 Further sanctions will hamper trade

Favourable situations 

 Military advantage of distance and political ability for

immediate deployment for conventional forces


 Russia’s European “Pipelines of Empire” Supplies 30% of
Europe’s total energy needs, but some countries are heavily
dependent.

Putin/Xi deal to triple oil export to make China largest 
consumer of Russian  oil - 45-50 m tonnes by 2018 

Economically linked with Western Europe, sanctions against 
Russia will hurt European economies 

U.S. shale export to Europe unlikely to significantly reverse
  Europe’s dependence on Russia energy anytime soon 

Strong mutli-facet ties (including some military) with SCO –

Current Members include China, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, 

Russia, Tajikistan, and Uzbekistan, with Afghanistan, India, 



Iran, Mongolia, and Pakistan as Observer States; Belarus, Sri 

Lanka and Turkey as Dialogue States; and ASEAN, CIS states, 

and Turkmenistan as Guest Attendees. Some counterweight 

against NATO 

A vast country straddling two continents with immense wealth

of natural resources, let alone territorial claims over the Arctic 

Circle. With the warming the Arctic Ocean, possible future 

trans-Pacific shipping routes along the northern Russian coast 

will boost Russia’s long-term strategic position 

 American’s military capacity weakening – financial and

military budget restraints, hands tied in Asia Pivot, war-weary

electorate

G20 counts more than G7. The sun is setting on Western

  dominance. Goldman Sachs - by 2050, six EAGLEs (E6) 

  over two and half times the economies of US, Japan, United 

Kingdom and Germany combined 

 China more a friend to Russia to balance America

  Putin’s Eurasian Union dream 

 Crimea had been part of Russia much longer. Given as a gift

to USSR Ukraine by Khrushchev in 1954. Ukraine is a lynchpin

of Putin’s dream to restore the past glories of the former USSR

through forming a "Eurasian Union" to rival the European

Union.

 One of Putin’s trusted advisor Professor Aleksandr Dugin

suggests a new Russia leading a peaceful pan-European

revolution against American “Atlanticism, hegemonic

liberalism and Western financial dominance. Nixon’s treasury

secretary John Connally famously said, “The dollar is our

currency, but it’s your problem” (1971 Gold standard

unilaterally revoked) Now Bernanke’s QEs



 Scenarios 

Against three arguments against Crimea’s annexation, (a) if a

cash-strapped Kiev can afford to support Crimea financially, so 

should the Kremlin. (b), certain neighbours' fears are valid but 

unlikely to sever inherent ethnic and economic links to Russia. 

Tilting towards China instead does not seem inevitable not least 

because Turkic Uyghurs not getting a very good deal in China. 

(c), a resurgent Russia will serve for now to dilute America's 

capability to contain China in the Asia Pacific. So China is 

unlikely to stir any trouble in Russia's eastern under-belly. 

John J. Mearsheimer, Professor of Political Science at the

 University of Chicago, and author of "The Tragedy of Great 

  Power Politics", (“Offensive Realism”) suggests in the New 

York Times that Putin's  legitimate security concerns with an 

enlarging NATO be recognized and that a cooperative deal with 

Russia is preferable to pushing this vast country into an ant-

West camp with China, "the only genuine potential rival to the 

United States." 

Kissinger proposes a “Finland model” comparing the

Scandinavian country’s fierce independence while maintaining 

cordiality with Russia. This consists of (a) letting the Ukrainian 

people to choose their collective future, including with Europe; 

(b) not letting Ukraine into NATO as this would unnecessarily 

provoke Russia; (c) Ukraine’s freedom to create any government 

compatible with the expressed will of its people, hopefully opting 

for reconciliation between the various regions and avoiding 

institutional hostility towards Russia and (d) in exchange for 

Russia’s recognition of Ukraine’s sovereignty. Crimea’s 

autonomy to be reinforced in elections to be held with 

international observers. The process would include removing 

any ambiguities about the status of the Black Sea Fleet at 

Sevastopol. 



A case for China’s involvement? Perhaps in concert with

BRICS members or the SCO, helping to broker a deal 

replacing the interim Kiev government with one more 

representative of pro-Russian people, a highly autonomous 

Crimea, and an eastern Ukraine driven by BRICS-led investment 

and more independent of Kiev. 

 Likely consequences 

 A quiet Second Cold War looms in Europe?

 Extension of Russian influence in former USSR states e.g.

Belarus (wedged between north Ukraine, Poland, Russia and the

Baltic states)

 More projection of Russian diplomatic power globally as

opportunities arise e.g. Syria

 Diversification of Russian energy export away from Western

Europe to China and others

 Shift to using other currencies than the dollar as base for

energy contracts (in fact long on the cards) e.g. RMB

 Closer ties with China to balance against the West

 America more accommodating towards China – New Great

Power Relations – G2?

 RMB full convertibility speeding up (< 5 years?)

 China market sentiments to improve

 Gold Price to rise – prelude to reducing investment in US

treasuries and to building up support for own currencies





Who 3D Prints What in 2033?The Next Russian Military Intervention

Russia’s late-February invasion of Ukraine’s Crimea province stands as part of a long history of Russian interventionism 
in Moscow’s former Soviet sphere. From its support for Transnistrian secession from Moldova in the early 1990s to the 
2008 war with Georgia, Russia has repeatedly asserted its influence while claiming to protect Russian nationals or other 
Russian interests. Its military doctrine even formalizes a role for the armed forces protecting ethnic Russians anywhere 
in the world.

Given its imperial history, long borders, rearmament program and ethnic/strategic/economic interests in neighboring 
states, it seems just a matter of time before another Russian intervention abroad – whether a full-scale invasion, a 
deniable incursion by irregulars, or even simple intimidation through troop movements or cyber-attacks.

In this simulation, Wikistrat asked its analytic community to explore where, when and how future Russian military 
interventions may take place. Over five days, 66 analysts developed scenarios exploring all types of interventions, from 
small-scale missions against criminals and terrorists to outright invasions and massive cyber-attacks. Five of the most 
interesting, plausible and alarming were compiled below by Wikistrat Senior Analyst Prof. Mark Galeotti.

ABOUT US

Wikistrat is the world’s first crowdsourced consultancy. It leverages a global network of subject-matter experts via a patent 
pending ‘Collaborative-Competition’ methodology to provide a variety of analytic services. Scenario generation, policy 
planning, risk assessment and red-teaming exercises are conducted by Wikistrat on a real-time, interactive online platform.
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Scenario 1

2015: Russia responds to sanctions over Ukraine with an offensive cyber campaign 

The EU and U.S. respond to Russia’s moves against Ukraine with tough economic and 
political sanctions. In reply, and hoping to deter further moves by the West, Russia launches 
a range of deniable cyber-attacks, often carried out voluntarily by “patriotic hackers” 
against Western economic and journalistic institutions; this results in physical damage, 
financial losses and communications failures for the West and Western-aligned entities.

Russia is careful to take no action which risks being interpreted as an “armed attack” that 
would trigger the collective defense clause (Article V) of the North Atlantic Treaty. In the 
short term, the EU Agency for Network and Information Security finds itself unable to cope 
with the scale of the attacks, and the U.S. dithers over whether to launch counterstrikes 

using U.S. Cyber Command, given that the Kremlin is denying any role. 

This all proves a pyrrhic victory for Russia, as it hardens attitudes to Moscow and encourages the West to dramatically 
step up preparations for future offensive and defensive cyber-conflict.

Scenario 2

2016: Russia backs a coup against Lukashenko amid post-election uprising in Belarus 

In November 2015, President Alexander Lukashenko wins yet another rigged election in 
what is often called “the last dictatorship in Europe.” Emboldened by the success of 
Ukrainian protesters in Kiev, young, nationalist-minded demonstrators occupy Minsk’s 
Ploshcha Niezalezhnastsi (Independence Square). The security forces disperse them 
violently, but cannot quell a wider anti-Lukashenko movement that eventually gains popular 
legitimacy. 

Eager not to repeat their mistake with Ukraine’s Yanukovych – and increasingly exasperated 
with Lukashenko – Russia agrees with international election monitors that there was mass 
fraud and voter manipulation. In early 2016, Russia uses its network of agents and military 

advisers to engineer a coup, colluding with senior officers in the Belarusian army and security service. Lukashenko is 
arrested, Russian forces deploy in “joint exercises” to deter resistance by loyalist forces, and an interim president takes 
office.

While conceding the election fraud, the EU and U.S. condemn Russia’s role, accusing Moscow of treating Belarus like a 
province rather than a sovereign nation. China is left disgruntled, as in recent years Lukashenko had begun courting 
them; his fall is thus a blow to their own economic ambitions in Eastern Europe. Most significantly, Russia hopes that a 
new leader can (all at once) reform the economy of Belarus to make it a more useful partner, assuage the street and be 
a loyal satrap. These hopes prove unrealistic.
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Scenario 3

2017: Using military contractors in Somalia to make a point  

Russian civilians are kidnapped in Somalia. Instead of paying ransom, Moscow opts to 
dispatch military contractors from one of their new private military companies to launch a 
devastating rescue mission with naval assistance. The aim is four-fold: 

1. To assert the capabilities of Russian PMCs in the global mercenary market
2. To deter others thinking of seizing Russians
3. To play to nationalists at home
4. To remind Africa of Russia as a potential ally

Russia’s intelligence agencies pinpoint the kidnappers’ camp as being in eastern Kismayo. A 
team of experienced operators is airlifted to Sudan, and then to a Russian naval vessel taking part in anti-piracy operations 
off Somalia. The team infiltrates from sea by night and attacks the compound under cover of a naval bombardment from 
a Russian destroyer. The kidnap victims are liberated, albeit at the cost of a number of civilian lives. While expressing 
concern at the collateral damage, on the whole the international community is either unmoved or else is privately happy 
to see the Russians take action which may deter other kidnappings in the future.

Scenario 4

2018: Sending troops into Eastern Kazakhstan 

The death of Kazakhstan’s veteran President Nazarbayev in 2018 and the subsequent 
drawn-out struggle for succession leaves the country’s political situation unsettled. China 
has a long tradition of military pressure on Kazakhstan, and as it mounts major and 
threatening military maneuvers, Kazakhstan – regarding Moscow as the lesser of two evils 
– tacitly acquiesces to a Russian occupation of the eastern city of Oskemen under the guise 
of protecting its ethnic Russian majority. The real and unspoken aim is to signal to Beijing 
that it is Russia that is guaranteeing Kazakhstan’s security during this uncertain period. 
Moscow is also eager to (re)establish a military outpost that can later be expanded.

China registers alarm but cannot do anything; the United States is quiet; Kyrgyzstan, 
Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan are nervous but silent; Europe is caught off-guard. Nothing is really done 
about the “incursion,” because Kazakhstan does not bring it before any international forum and instead deals bilaterally 
with Russia.
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Scenario 5

2020: Blocking construction of a gas pipeline from Turkmenistan to Azerbaijan 

By 2020, the Trans Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) is completed and natural gas is able to flow to 
Europe from Azerbaijan’s Shah Deniz gas field; by contrast, the pipelines that should sell 
Turkmeni and Kazakh gas to China are still incomplete. Looking for alternatives, 
Turkmenistan decides to build a Trans-Caspian pipeline to Azerbaijan in order to open 
routes to Europe. 

Moscow is strongly opposed to the Trans-Caspian pipeline, as it presents a rival to Russian 
gas. Claiming that there is the risk of environmental damage to the seabed and that 
Turkmenistan is trying to set de-facto sea boundaries, Moscow sends its Caspian fleet to 
prevent engineer ships from laying the necessary pipe segments. As a result, insurance 

companies and ship owners see too much risk in the pipeline-laying mission and call the ships back, effectively halting 
the whole project.

The EU and U.S. deplore Russia’s tactics, but are unable to intervene directly due to distance and logistics. While China 
would benefit from a Trans-Caspian link in the long term, this is not an important enough issue over which to pick a fight 
with Russia. (Besides, Beijing can use this as a precedent for its own unilateral actions in the South China Sea.)
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•	 Presuming that Moscow maintains its stance and record of forcefully asserting its regional/global status where it 
can, future Russian interventions are likely. 

•	 Most potential interventions would be on Russia’s borders. This reflects both Moscow’s sense of having a special 
privileged status inside Eurasia and the former Soviet Union, as well as recognizing its limited power-projection 
capacities. 

•	 Russia will increasingly have to recognize the limits of its power and thus rely on more subtle instruments of 
intervention, such as special forces and deniable non-state agents. These will include computer hackers and 
mercenaries – as well as careful political brinkmanship.

•	 Most successful interventions will require complicity from within the target nation or else be carefully calibrated 
not to galvanize international opposition (the likely fallout from Russia’s interventions in Ukraine will have taught 
this to Moscow).

•	 NATO will often find it difficult to concretely respond to interventions given that Moscow will make sure not to 
give the appearance of a direct attack; Russia will also act quickly to create truths on the ground before Alliance 
deliberations have concluded – truths that make any retaliation costly or disproportionate.

•	 Most interventions will bring only short-term benefits for Moscow and will only contribute to its becoming 
perceived as an unpredictable and dangerous neighbor; at best they will postpone inevitable processes like the 
decay of Russian hegemony in Eurasia and the rise of Chinese influence.

•	 Moscow’s willingness to intervene abroad also risks creating dangerous precedents. In particular, a rising China – 
on whose political support or acquiescence Moscow will often depend in its interventions – may later use similar 
methods and rationales against Russian territory or interests.

Strategic Takeaways
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ATTRIBUTION:

[cover] This work, “The Next Military Intervention Cover” is a derivative of “ Flags of Armenia and Russia” by Alexanyan licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-
Share Alike 2.0 Generic License; “RED SQUARE. MOSCOW. President Putin addressing participants in the military parade dedicated to the 56th anniversary of Victory 
in the Second World War.” by Presidential Press and Information Office (www.kremlin.ru) under the  Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License;  “A Russian 
T-90 main battle tank.” by Vitaliy Ragulin under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License; and KHANKALA. A farewell ceremony for the 331st 
Airborne Regiment of the 98th Airborne Division withdrawn from Chechnya. by Presidential Press and Information Office (www.kremlin.ru) under the  Creative Commons 
Attribution 3.0 Unported License; used under C.C. by Lala Elizan

[page 2] This work, “2015 Image” is a derivative of “Hand over keyboard of the laptop in server room” by hoboton, under Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic 
license; and   Flags of Armenia and Russia” by Alexanyan licensed under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic License; used and licensed under C.C. by 
Lala Elizan

[page 2] This work, “2016 Image” is a derivative of “Relief map of Belarus” by US Central Intelligence Agency, released into the public domain; and  “Russian President 
Vladimir Putin and Belarusian President Alexander Lukashenko at the Annunciation Cathedral in Kazan, Tatarstan, Russia.”  from the website of the President of the 
Russian Federation (www.kremlin.ru) licensed under Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported Licence; used under C.C. by Lala Elizan

[page 3] This work, “2017 Image” is a derivative of “Unidentified gunmen on patrol at Simferopol Airport in Ukraine’s Crimea peninsula, Feb. 28, 2014 (Elizabeth” by 
Elizabeth Arrott, published into the public domain; used under C.C. by Lala Elizan

[page 3] This work, “2018 Image” is a derivative of “Location map of Kazakhstan” by NordNordWest, under Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Germany 
license.; used under C.C. by Lala Elizan

[page 4] This work, “2020 Image” is a derivative of “Vector World Map v.2.2” by Graphics Factory CC, used under C.C. by Lala Elizan
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June 2013

Request access to Wikistrat Simulations:

Competing Scenarios and Policy Options generated by 
hundreds of analysts
Real time access; Analysis is consumed in an interactive 
wiki format
Additional features; Shock Injection; Strategy Formulation

Written by: Dr. Amanda Skuldt & James McGirk in consultation with 
Dr. Thomas PM Barnett, Wikistratís Chief Analyst 
Edited by: Steve Keller

There were more than 60 analysts participating.

Contact: info@wikistrat.com

Who

3D Prints
What in 2033?



Sometimes ambitions can be surprisingly fulfilled
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Andrew Leung International Consultants Ltd

Thank you

Andrew K P Leung, SBS, FRSA

www.andrewleunginternationalconsultants.com
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